
REGULATIONS 
RADNIČKICHESS TOURNAMENT - 2021 

 
1. Chess Club Radnički, organizes from February 19th to February 25th 2021, the Tournament 

for winning standards for inter-masters and grand-masters. 
2. All players who meet the conditions from the call, and who are accepted by the tournament 

organizer, have the right to participate. 
3. The tournament is played according to the Berger system, 9 rounds, computer pairing. 
4. The tempo of the game is 90 minutes for 40 moves + 30 minutes + 30 seconds bonus for each 

move. Writing moves is mandatory until the end of the game. The clocks are set to 
automatically add 30 minutes for the second period to the player whose flag falls in the first 
session. 

5. Players are forbidden to agree on a draw before 30 black moves have been played. This only 
applies to the inter-masters tournament. 

6. The tournament is played according to the valid FIDE Chess Rules for standard chess. The 
tournament is rated by FIDE. 

 
      7. Schedule of the rounds: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8. The allowed delay of the player is 30 minutes from the scheduled start of the round. 
9. Tournament director: Kotevski Dragan 
10. Tournament judges: IA- Dragan Babić - chief judge 
11. A competitor who loses a game by contusion (non-attendance at the match), has no right to 

         continue playing on the tournament. 
12. The judge's decision is enforceable and final. 
13. The winner is the player who scores the most points. In case of division of the place, the 

following criteria decide – 1. Mutual result; 2. Better success towards the winners (Koja); 3. 
Soneborn-Berger; 4. Aranc; 5. More wins. The options used from the program for additional 
criteria are 11,45,52,61,68. 

14. The player is prohibited from having a mobile phone or any other electronic means of 
communication at the place of play. 

15. Players who have finished the game are obliged to leave the place of play. All players are 
obliged to respect and adhere to the measures and recommendations of the Government of 
the Republic of Serbia and the Crisis Staff that are in force, and relate to the fight against the 
COVID 19 Pandemic. Proper wearing of masks is mandatory in the game room. 

16. This Rulebook was prescribed by the tournament organizer and by withdrawing his first move, 
the competitor gives his consent to this Rulebook and the obligation to abide by it. 

 
                                                                                                                         Organizer 
 Belgrade, 19.02.2021                                                                            Chess Club Radnicki 
 

Round Day Date Hourly rate A place to play 

I Friday 19.02.2021 5 p.m . Hotel  »Slavija« 

II Saturday 20.02.2021 5 p.m. Hotel  »Slavija« 

III Sunday 21.02.2021 10 a.m. Hotel  »Slavija« 

IV Sunday 21.02.2021 5 p.m. Hotel  »Slavija« 

V Monday 22.02.2021 5 p.m.          Hotel  »Slavija« 

VI Tuesday  23.02.2021 5 p.m. Hotel  »Slavija« 

VII Wednesday 24.02.2021 10 a.m.  Hotel  »Slavija« 

VIII Wednesday 24.02.2021 5 p.m.  Hotel  »Slavija« 

IX Thursday 25.02.2021 5 p.m .  Hotel  »Slavija« 


